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Document Goal: To describe the existing cadastral systems, land and natural resource
tenure situations, types of land information available, and possibilities for creating
multi-purpose land information systems (MPLIS) in Central and South America. To
synthesize the current literature available on land information sources in Latin America
and support the published literature with field knowledge where available.
This present three-volume report on land information sources in Latin America
represents the product of work conducted at the Land Tenure Center, University of WisconsinMadison. In August 1995, LAC TECH staff and assistants were contracted to create a
summary of land registration and cadastral conditions in Latin American and Caribbean
jurisdictions. The inventory is meant to identifyfor each LAC country: (I) the type of
topographic information existing (ii) the status of the national cadastre and land registries, (iii)
the use of GIS, (iv) the use of tax records, and (v) the plans for land records modernization.
The present volume samples the Spanish, French, English and Dutch traditions of the
Caribbean countries and incorporates information on Mexico, where important land
information modernization efforts are underway. Case studies of the Central American and
Southern Cone countries are included in two other sub-regional volumes.
While initiallyconceived of as a literature review in a university with expertise in land
tenure and information issues, the project has developed into a broader effort establishing a
standard reporting format for data management and incorporating contacts and support
directly trom the countries being studied. Nevertheless, for some countries in the LAC region,
little is known about the issues of land informationand GIS, or the efforts in these countries
simply have not been documented. Thus this report represents not only an initial analysis of
the Latin American land information systems but also a call to expanded research and linkages
with skilled cadastre practioners throughout the region.
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Ie Policv Overview
(prepared by Steve Hendrix
and Denise Stanley)
i

Francis Charles, Commissionerof Lands and Surveys for Trinidad, notes that most
economies in the developing world are being transformed into market-driven entities. As part
of this effort, mapping and titling agencies must reorganize, be more client-driven, absorb
budget cuts, and produce more revenue. Rapid and adequate information about land is a basic
condition for the functioning of land markets.
Cadastres and land registries will be the operational ITontlines of the hemispheric trade
integration effort. Surveying and mapping products of parcel boundaries have been integrated
into physical cadastres--which have in some cases been coordinated with records for parcel
valuation and taxation purposes into fiscal cadastres. Parallel to this, parcel tenure, ownership,
and transfer information is integrated into a country's property registry to form the legal
cadastre. Information on parcel boundaries and ownership ITomboth cadastres has been useful
for the titling programs being implementedthroughout Latin America. Ideally, these three sets
of parcel information could be integrated into a multi-purpose land information system.
These type of geographic records are essential in five key ways:

. ..

.

Title securityis a prerequisiteto heightened,massiveinvestmentin the region. While
governmentsspendtremendousamountson data collection,the informationis often of
'low qualityand compatibility,and is oftennot maintained,leadingto low security..

.

Marketbarriersin the landmarketdistortincentivesand lead to lowereconomic
efficiencyand production,witha resultinguncompetitivestructure.

.

Strategiesto promoteexportsandtrade mustprovidea secureinvestmentenvironment.
Oftentenuredistributionalor securityproblemsunderliesocialunrest.

.

Foreignassistancehas alwaysheldpovertyalleviationas a primarygoal. Trade
integrationwillconsequentlylookto encourageequity.

.

Tariff trade barriers are being eliminated.While tariffs have historically contributed
whopping sums to the national treasury (ex. Belize 50%), as these are reduced or
eliminated, alternatives need to be created to insure the sustainability of locally-based
programs for the social sector.

Given the importance of land records, how can new technologies help? In the 1980s,
global positioning systems (GPS) were introduced to reduce the costs ofland surveying, the
most expensive aspect ofland t~tling.However, high accuracy GPS, which was of geodetic
quality, accurate to a centimetei, was expensiveand required up to half an hour to fix a single
point. Low accuracy GPS could fix a point in seconds, but allowed margins of error of up to
100 meters. In the ne¥ few years high accuracy GPS will be more available and cost less as the
Department of Defense removes"the~electiveavailabilityrestriction. However, it is very
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difficult to arrive at cost comparisons across the countries of Latin America and argue that
costs will be lower throughout the region. As seen in the case studies below, different
approaches are used for boundary adjudication and cost data trom the use of GPS is still
unreported (Barnes, 1996).
Overall, the current moves towards regional integration and economic liberalization
throughout the region suggest the timing is right to modernize and standardize land
information:
.

The Miami Summit: commits hemispheric governments to economic integration. This
will mean reduced income trom customs duties, which amount to about 50% of all
government revenues in some LAC jurisdictions, like Belize. If countries like Belize are
to sustain social programs (health, education, food security) it must seek a way to pay
for it. Property tax is a logical alternative. But this impliesthe existence of
comprehensive, reliable and efficient records. This does not exist in most LAC
countries. Consequently, the theme offiscal cadastres is of increasinglyhigh
importance.

.

Re-Inventin GovernmentlPresidentialExecutive Order 12906 A r. II 1994:
USAID has yet to come to grips with the Initiative'smandate to eliminate the
"stovepipe" mentality among government agencies dealing with land records and spatial
data, which USAID does in many Mission-related activities. The Initiative calls for
streamlininggeographic data collection and maintenance,while improving data quality
and compatibility,while reducing cost.

.

The Foreign Assistance Act: specificallymentions land tenure issues as a subject matter
for USAID programs.

.

Economic Growth: LAC needs the information infrastructure prerequisite to massive
regional investment, as envisioned by the FTAA. More standardized and functional
private property registration systems are needed to protect investors, including U.S.
foreign investment in Latin America. Hemispheric standardization of cadastral and
registry design and process will facilitate such investment.

t'.
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ll. Re~!ionalTrends
The countries of Latin America are fairly similar with respect to the acquisition of
rights and the role of property registries, with slight variations based on historical experience.
The key distinction relates to whether deed registration or title registration (Torrens)
characterizes land registration. Registered titled deeds involves merely filing of the deeds
transfer contracts for inspection, and the act of filing is not legally binding. Under title
registration, the act of filing the whole title makes it legally binding.
Mexico, Peru, and all the countries of Central America (with the exception of Belize)
began their property registries using the Spanish system of registration. The system is
characterized by property transmission via title, voluntary declaration in the registry, judicial
review legitimating transactions with respect to third parties, grouping parcels by original
farm/hacienda units, and little coordination with the cadastre (Salas, 1970b). Like the German
system, the Spanish does provide a wide role for quality checking and document legitimization
in the registry process. The registries in Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador and other South
American countries have their roots in the German system, where parcel-based descriptions
and the cadastre are more central to property rights. The civil codes in these countries
mandate that the transmission of real estate rights is perfected by inscription in a public registry
-

(Villavicencio,1966). Argentina,Bolivia,Haiti,Paraguay,Uruguay,Venezuelaand the
Dominican Republic build on a mixture of the Spanish and French deeds registry traditions
(ibid). The role of the registry is limited only to advisingthird parties about the rights which
are inscribed. No countries have yet fully adopted the parcel-based Australian (Torrens)
system of registration, although the Dominican Republic and EI Salvador's modernization are
progressing in this area. In most cases, registry documents are indexed by the names of
transacting parties, rather than the land units.
Throughout Latin America several procedures exist to convey land rights ITomone
party to another. Formal rights may be acquired through purchase, inheritance, and agrarian
reform petitions. Informal rights may arise in long-standing squatter or occupation situations.
Rights vary from the ability to use land for an allotted period to full-ownership with the ability
to alienate land. Rights may be spread across various users and familymembers. Traditional
claims by common law wives and distant familymembers may be recognized in a local setting,
but less visible in the computerized land information system.
In all instances, the content of rights granted to property holders is limited. Formal
documents deposited in the Property Registry and private documents between two parties
focus on the boundaries of a parcel rather than acceptable forms of land use (i.e. avoiding
polluting behavior which would affect neighbors). They concentrate on the ability of an ownef
to sell, rent or use the land as he/she deems acceptable. Few references are made to duties of
property holders, such as "appropriate land use" requirements or access to natural resources
associated with a parcel ofland. . In special instances, such as users of forest lands or
beneficiaries of titling programs, some wording is included about avoiding deforestation and
"undertaking sustainable land use". However, the low enforcement of these clauses brings into
doubt whether land use rules are really part of the definition of land rights. The legal
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documents outlining "rights" often make no mention of the full bundle of rights connected to a
parcel of land, such as subsoil and mineral rights. Substantial confusion exists between land
rights and tree rights.
Other duties associated with the rights given to the land--such as the duty to pay taxes
on the property--are insufficientlyenforced. Throughout the past and recent agrarian history
of much of Latin America, land taxation rates have been very low. For instance, property
taxes normally contribute less than 10% of the central government's taxation revenue (Bird,
1974). Besides extending the adjudicating, transfer, and reconciliation process, an adequate
information system can widen the property tax and distributive processes of the land market.
With a good cadastre (and geographical monitoring system) Salvadoran tax revenues rose by
over $6 millionwhen the National Cadastre served as a vehicle for municipaltax assessments
(Cox, 1975). Additionally, more sustainable land use patterns could be encouraged. If the
cadastre were combined with land use maps, better valuation measures would lead to collateral
pledges and capital improvements on the land (ibid).

Observersof Latin Americanpoliticshavestressedthe needfor a good base of

.

information on land and property to enhance the role of the state. The state can exercise its
power in rural areas through taxing, adjudicating conflicts, promoting land markets and
granting titles, but in each of these areas maintenance of data is necessary. As Shepard
(1991,p.37) writes, "the abilityto keep track ofland tenure is a central part of the state's
capacity to change patterns of ownership.." Rapid and adequate information about land is a
basic condition for the functioning of land markets.
Good information on land values, appraisal, and property tax collection would widen
the tax system and serve to 1) put the land into its highest sustainableuse 2)report land use
transactions and 3) generate investment funds for the state (Stanfield, 1989 and Childress,
1991). However, a modernized fiscal cadastre has not led to greater tax collections in each
case. Roy Kelly of the Harvard International Tax Program has noted (p.27) that, "each
country has a unique set of historical, political, and institutional structures which influencethe
possibilities for successful property tax reform." The five lessons learned from tax reforms in
Eastern Europe, Asian, and Latin Americantransitional countries are:
1) Property tax reform requires strong political and operational support
2) Property tax reform must be undertaken on a comprehensive basis, integrating policy
and administration
3) Property tax reform must be implemented strategically
4) Property tax reform must involve a simplificationof policy and administrativeprocedures'
5) Property tax reform should effectivelyutilize computer technology.
A major USAID-funded effort at cadastre modernization incurred throughout Latin
American countries in the sixties. The creation of new topographic maps and surveying was
part of broad Central American integration effort at inventoryingnatural resources and
improving property tax systems. This mix of purposes and the need for concurrent programs
to meet the objectives ultimately limited the success of the sixties' reforms (Goldstein, 1974).
Insufficient linkages for data compatibilityand maintenance ?f data accuracy were problematic.

-,
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Goldstein (1974) suggests that such programs should narrow the objectives rather than
incorporate a multi-purpose ambitious land information system. However the recent costreductions and transportability of certain geographical-basedtechnologies (see below) may
broaden the possibilities for land records modernization. USAID continues to support land
titling programs throughout Latin America, while the World Bank has been active in land
records modernization and titling projects in Argentina, Bolivia, Nicaragua, Paraguay, and
Venezuela (Holstein, 1996), while the IDB has financed modernization projects in Columbia,
Panama, Mexico, Honduras, Argentina, Trinidad and Tobago, Bolivia, and Brazil.
The challenge, then, is to support the modernization of information technology in a
manner which is politically and socially comprehensible and popular. Learning ITompast
modernization experiences and understanding the specifichistorical-legal tradition can help in
the implementation of current land record projects. Some of the common problems to be
resolved include: 1) inaccuracies in spatial data 2) the lack of mechanisms for self-supporting
public sector offices 3) the tendency towards centralization and top-down management 4) the
multiplicity of data collection efforts, often producing incompatibledata bases and 5) the
tendency for corruption fostered by the low public sector salary levels of registry and cadastre
employees (Hendrix and Logan, 1996).

In. TeclinicalOverview
(preparedby SteveLeisz)
Multi-Purpose Land Information Systems
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) are starting to make an impact in Central
America. A GIS is a system of hardware, software, data, people, organizations, and
institutional arrangements for collecting, storing, analyzing,and disseminating information
about areas of the earth. It can also be thought of as a data base management system used to
store, retrieve, manipulate, analyze, and display spatial information. Several of the GIS
components important to land information are described in detail below, with a definition of
many technical terms included in the appendix to this chapter.
There are many vendors who market GIS software packages, but a GIS can also be a
collection of maps that represent the geographic (spatial) information and file folders with the
textual data about those maps, and which are referenced to points on the maps. Many
development projects are starting to invest in the putting in place of GIS workstations. These
workstations typically consist of a personal computer, displaydevice (screen and printer or
plotter), and a digitizing table transferring hardcopy maps into digital form. Registries and
mapping agencies are also becoming interested in the software, and some funding agencies are
encouraging Multi-Purpose Land Information Systems (MPLIS).
An MPLIS is a system in which the fundamental means of organizing data is the
cadastral or proprietary land unit, whose main objective is the provision of institutional data
concerning land ownership, value, and use. If resources are provided to interconnect the
different agencies that should contribute information to an MPLIS (such as the mapping or
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surveying department, the country's land registry offices, the tax offices, etc.) and resources are
also available so that an MPLIS could be kept up to date, an MPLIS could facilitate the speed
and accuracy with which land information can be accessed in these countries.
However, there are also caveats that must be considered when contemplating how an
MPLIS (or even if one) should be implementedin a country. First, the issue of cost and
infrastructure should be considered. This is not just for the initial implementation, but also for
the upkeep. Second, the question of information access sho!Jldbe considered. Who will have
access to the plethora of information that could be included in the MPLIS? Will it be freely
accessible to all citizens, or just to those who are educated about and/or have the resources
needed to acces_sthe system. If the second, there is a danger that implementing an MPLIS
could contribute to inequalities of access to land, through different complicated mechanisms.
Control and the physical cadastre
Under most registry systems, a physical description of property is usually needed in
order for a title to be valid. In many parts of the world this physical description is given in a
coordinate system (either in latitude/longitude or in.meters) referenced to a datum. A datum is
a network of control monuments and bench marks whose horizontal positions and/or
elevations have been determined by precise geodetic control surveys. These monuments serve
as reference points for originating subordinate surveys of all types. Until recently these datums
have been based upon a locally best fitting ellipsoid.
In much of Central America the datum that is used is the North American Datum of
1927 (NAD'27). This datum was originallydevised for use in the continental United States
and is fitted to the Clarke ellipsoid of 1866. After World War II the United States Defense
Mapping Agency (DMA) undertook a large mapping program through much of Central
America. At this time control points were located in most of the countries, monumented, and
tied into the NAD'27. Maps based upon this datum were created for many of the countries in
Central America. Today, these maps are at the base of the geographical information systems
(whether they be in hardcopy, analog form or already in digital form) for most of these
countries. Thus, the control networks found throughout much of Central America are
expressed in coordinate systems tied to the NAD'27.
With the advent of the use of the global positioning system (GPS) a new datum is being
introduced to Central America.1 The new datum, the World Geodetic System - 84 is based on
an earth centered equipotential ellipsoid, and is the datum that coordinate systems are being
based upon when GPS is being used. Consequently, it appears that the DMA is currently
working in some Central American countries to tie their current coordinate systems, that are
based upon the NAD'27, into the WGS'84. This is done by determining the relationship
between the WGS'84 and the NAD'27 locations in the country in question. Then, the
mathematical relationship between the two systems for the country is determined and

INote that.this is not unique to Central America, as the whole world is starting'to use the
WGS'84 datum as the base that geographic coordinates are tied to.
".
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coordinates can then be translated between the systems. This is important in order for the
countries not to lose the abilityto use the map bases that have been developed in the country
based on NAD'27.
[

Global Positioning System
Surveyors are called upon in order to get accurate information about locations on the
earth's surface. This information is used to delineate property/parcel boundaries, for building
infTastructure,and for many other uses. Until recently surveyors have relied upon tools
ranging trom tapes and rods to theodolites. Using these tools has required much skill and
knowledge. Consequently, having high,accuracy surveys done has been very expensive and
time consuming, as boundaries had to be tied to first order control points.2 With the advent of
GPS it is possible to get high accuracy boundaries, through the use of geodetic GPS, that does
not rely on line of sight surveying in ITomfirst order control points. Thus, their is potential
savings of both time and money in future surveying of property/parcel boundaries. However, it
is still necessary that the user be knowledgeable about the workings of GPS, as there are many
sources of inaccuracy that can enter into the measurements.
What is GPS?
Formally called the Navigation Satellite Timing and Ranging Global Positioning System (NA VST AR GPS), GPS
was designed by the U.S. Defense Department. It uses 24 satellites orbiting the earth in very high, stable, orbits.
GPS allows one to carry out geodetic surveys with a high degree of accuracy. Positions are calculated using
triangulation--measuring the distance a point on the earth is to three or more satellites simultaneously. (Note:
while three satellites are theoretically all that are needed in order to determine a single point on the earth's
surface, four satellites should be used in order to correct for offsets.)
For convenience sake, some people have classified GPS as providing low, medium, and high accuracy position
fixes. "Low accuracy" GPS provides a positional fix to +/- 100 meters. In order to obtain this level of accuracy,
one receiver is used and four satellites are read only long enough to collect a positional fix. "High accuracy" GPS
refers to using GPS receivers to obtain positional accuracies to the centimeter or sub-centimeter unit. This
method requires that two or more GPS receivers be used. One, which is very accurate and has the capability to
download large amounts of positional information obtained trom the satellites that are in view, is located as a
"base station" over a first order control point; the second acts as a rover and is used to collect positional
information in the field. (Note: it is preferable to have two base stations available when doing geodetic surveying
with GPS). After field work is completed, the position location collected by the rover are differentially corrected
using infOimation collected by the base station. The precision with which accurate data are collected depend
upon the amount of time the rover rests at the point in the field. To obtain centimeter accuracy, the rover should
rest at the point for at least 30 minutes. "Medium accuracy" GPS uses the same method as high accuracy GPS,
except the rover rests at the point for around 30 seconds. This amount of time is long enough to get accuracies,
once,differentially corrected, to +/- 50 centimeters.

2Control points are usually referred to as being of first order, second order, and third order.
Each country can have differing standards for each of the three orders, but generally first order
p~ints are control points that are monumen~edand whose location is determined to a very high
degree of accuracy. Second order points can be monumented, but the confidence invested in the
". accuracy of their.known location is less, and third order points are considered even less accurate.
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IV. On!anization of the Documents and Future Research Ouestions
The present
I three-volume set provides short summaries of the availableland
infonnation sources in each country. Volume I includes Mexico and the Caribbean countries,
Volume II focuses on Central America, while Volume III examines most of the South
American countries. The general state of land market development, the network of
government institutions holding infonnation, and how these trends relate to property taxation,
is first presented. Then, an in-depth look at the country's cadastres and registries follows.
Aspects related to the purpose, methods, costs, and staffing of each land infonnation source
are shown. While in most instances the purpose of the cadastre for physical boundary
demarcation is emphasized, the cadastre may have a fully-integratedfiscal purpose. If the
parcel infonnation is dual purpose, the case study notes this as a physical/fiscalcadastre.
The information presented in the case studies relies on reports trom consultant trips,
interviews with key infonnants, and secondary data sources. In some countries, up-to-date
news of the cadastre provided rich detail on mapping techniques and precise information on
titling. But in other cases (particularlyHaiti and other smallercountries of the region), either
little published infonnation exists or contacts currently involved in donor projects were not
forthcoming. To cross-check the basic information on the registry and taxation systems in
each country, the Martindale-HubbellInternational Law Digest was consulted; this
international service provides information on every country in this report except Belize,
Guyana, and Haiti.
The reader should bear in mind some general concerns when analyzingthe
implementation of new registry, cadastre, and land informationtechnologies in Central
America. Like previous attempts to title property as a means of activating the land market, the
computerization and re-indexing of property records and parcel descriptions represents an
adoption of engineering and agrarian law concepts originating in developed countries. Issues
of scale-class-gender biases are a part of the technology transfer, and ultimately maintainability
of the system could come into question. What will be the impact of the transfer of
computerized MPLIS on the poor and illiterate,gender/common law relationships, and
indigenous peoples? Or, who will have access to the informationgenerated by these
technologies? Several general trends suggest that it is yet too early to decide whether the
technology will be pro-poor or favor the well endowed.
Several social aspects of this technology transfer merit further research:
.

Poverty Reduction: Currently, only the rich can manipulate the byzantine registry and
cadastral systems often found in the region. Information is often power and the current
system offers key economic information only to the elites. When this is combined with
market liberalization,we might expect economic growth to be even more exclusionary
if the registry issue is not contfonted. Guyane~eattorney Leon Rockcliffe asserts "The
registry is the basis of social stability,beyond mere economic stability.(Without
addressing registry reform) the country is flirting with anarchy. People with economic
power can run through the system when things are in disarray."

!(
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.

Democratization: Inefficienciesor lack of comprehensiveness in registries and cadastres
mean that the poor usually do not have access to what is for them perhaps one of the
most important institut~onsof the justice system. Thepoor are effectively denied the
benefits of citizenship 111democratic society. Similarly,they escape any responsibility
of citizenship, i.e. property taxation. Ifwe are really concerned about democracy, and
making it financiallysustainable, a strategy for land records management must be
included.

.

Rights for Marginalized Populations: Despite the possibly broad-based nature of new
information technologies, special concerns may arise with respect to the maintaining the
rights of certain groups. Beyond formal inheritance rights, traditional claims by
common law wives and distant familymembers may be recognized in a local setting,
but less visible in the computerized land information system. Unless women's role in
property access and inheritance is explicitlynoticed by data entry managers, land rights
may become more concentrated, and conflictive,under a MPLIS system. Some moves
to create special legislation to protect women's' land rights is underway in EI Salvador,
Honduras and Colombia; for instance, the "Double Signature Law" in Colombia
would require that the woman of the household sign land transaction documents
(Barnes, 1996).
And the technology's effect on indigenouspeoples and peasant groups could prove
beneficialor divisive. While there has been some optimism around use of geographic
information systems for indigenous land demarcation (see Cultural Survival, Fall 1995),
others believe that enhanced land informationand registration procedures (to reduce
transaction costs) could stimulate land markets, yet ultimately reduce the poor's access~.~
to land (Shearer et. aI., 1993).

.

Governance and Public Administration:The implementationof computer technologies
in Latin American property registries represents a large step towards modernization of
the public sector. The technology's developing a broad popularity and clientele will be
necessary for the sustainabilityof modernization programs and the accuracy of land
records in general. However, some modernization efforts to date have been stifled due
to lack of government support (i.e. Guatemala) or insufficient inter-institutional
coordination to pass legislation accompanyingproperty rights reforms (i.e. Honduras).
As one commentator notes on the USAID cadastre modernization efforts in the early
sixties,"the massive mechanization, some say, will cause the displacement of loyal,
competen,tPublic Registry employeeswho have served for many years and are familiar
with the principles that drive the system" (Salas, 1970b). Computerization of land
records and transactions may represent a threat to some entrenched parties, and social
adjustment processes may need to be a component of the modernization programs.
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